T echnical communicators have lately become interested in the philosophy, goals, and methods of user-centered design (UCD), an approach that originates in human-computer interaction (Johnson; Sullivan and Porter; Wixon and Ramey; for UCD's roots, see Norman and Draper). We have borrowed field methods from UCD to gain insight into audiences, to detect usability problems or points at which their work is typically disrupted, and to design ways for audiences to accomplish their work with fewer disruptions. Such field methods provide insights that can be used to evaluate and design genres, a central concern of technical communication (e.g., Berkenkotter and Huckin), and establish the practices that surround them.
. We have borrowed field methods from UCD to gain insight into audiences, to detect usability problems or points at which their work is typically disrupted, and to design ways for audiences to accomplish their work with fewer disruptions. Such field methods provide insights that can be used to evaluate and design genres, a central concern of technical communication (e.g., Berkenkotter and Huckin) , and establish the practices that surround them.
Like all research methods, UCD field methods have certain focuses, and these focuses tend to shape the designs resulting from field studies. For instance, studies based on contextual inquiry assume that an underlying work structure exists ) that determines workers' goal-directed actions and unconscious operations (38, 44) . Consequently, data resulting from contextual inquiry studies are taken as symptoms of the underlying work structure rather than as important in their own right; these data are used to construct the unit of analysis, the work model, which is consequently employed to develop centrally planned design solutions. In contrast, participatory design studies focus on goal-directed action (Schuler and Namioka): how workers employ a tool to accomplish immediate goals (see . The unit of analysis, the tool in use, is invested with the ability to transform the work culture in which it is embedded as well as to reconfigure workers' microscopic operations (see, e.g., Bødker and Gronbaek's discussion of breakdowns). In participatory design, workers join with researchers to develop artifacts incrementally as bottom-up solutions.
These field methods and others used in UCD, although quite useful, do not systematically address the problem of unintegrated scope. Most UCD field methods tend to focus on human activity at either of two particular levels of scope: (1) a macroscopic level (cultural-historical work activity), as in contextual inquiry; or (2) a mesoscopic level (situated, goal-directed actions), as in participatory design. Rarely if ever do these field methods focus on human activity on a third, microscopic level (minute, fine-grained operations such as keystrokes and mouse clicks). And more rarely still do these methods integrate the three scopes into a more unified approach that draws on their reciprocal strengths. Indeed, field methods tend to be built around a single level (either macroscopic or mesoscopic), and their methodological 1 tenets, data collection, and data analysis techniques reflect that scope. Yet, single-scope methods can lead to unnecessarily limited understandings of human activity because they tend to assume that some underlying structure exists at the level of scope they examine, a structure that has a causal, foundational relationship with the other levels. For example, a macroscopic method such as contextual inquiry focuses on an underlying work structure and tends to assume that mesoscopic actions and microscopic operations result from that structure.
But, sociocultural 2 theorists argue that the three levels of scope should not be construed as having causal relationships. For instance, whereas contextual inquiry assumes that an underlying work structure has a causal relationship to individuals' actions and operations, sociocultural theory postulates that levels of scope are coconstitutive: Although work activity affects how workers carry on their actions and form their operations, actions and operations also have the ability to transform work activity. (For example, a worker loses a forefinger and finds that clicking a mouse is now more difficult. Encountering microscopic breakdowns, the worker might begin to advocate mesoscopic changes in work routines that would better accommodate people with disabilities. Those changes might help to transform the overall work activity.) Thus, given UCD field methods' tendency to focus on a single scope, when technical communicators use such methods uncritically, they may miss crucial opportunities to develop integrated-scope design solutions, solutions that may better empower workers and sustain their activities than do single-scope solutions.
In response, I have begun to develop a nascent field methodology called genre tracing. This methodology, designed for UCD research, draws on established methods as well as new heuristics in an integrated-scope approach to field studies. Such an approach, ideally, can yield design solutions that act across multiple levels of scope. Although this methodology can be labor intensive, it is on a par with large-scale contextual inquiry projects or ethnomethodological projects and can be used for the same purpose: to gain deep insights before undertaking a major design project.
I first discuss the problem of unintegrated scope in more detail, drawing from activity theory to describe and illustrate the three levels of scope. Next, I examine two field methods that are commonly used in UCD, contextual inquiry and participatory design, and explain how the problem of unintegrated scope is manifested in each. Finally, I outline genre tracing and discuss its integrated-scope approach to field research. I conclude by suggesting future directions for genre tracing.
THE PROBLEM OF UNINTEGRATED SCOPE
Researchers turn to field methods because they seek contextualized data. The conventional notion of context is that of the circumstances that surround a given person: the person's culturalhistorical surroundings and the goals that the person has chosen to pursue. These circumstances contextualize the data, the observed behavior of a person or thing. So (macroscopic and mesoscopic) context, in this view, is separate from people's (microscopic) operations. For example, when a person clicks a mouse, a researcher might contextualize that operation through an understanding of that person's work activity and goal-directed actions. In this view, context becomes a sort of underlying structure at either the macro-or mesoscopic level, a structure that causally affects the other two levels. Therefore, in contextual inquiry, for instance, once the work structure is conceptualized and modeled, researchers can manipulate it through design efforts, and changes to that macroscopic structure are assumed to yield fundamental changes in workers' mesoscopic actions and microscopic operations (see Beyer and Holtzblatt 38, 44) . By changing the foundation, the designer changes the activity across all levels of scope.
In UCD-based field methods, the goal of the field researcher is the discovery of such an underlying foundation, or structure, so that design work can focus on changing that structure. Consequently, single-scope field methods tend to produce design solutions oriented to that level of scope. For example, contextual inquiry focuses on producing new work structures for organizational activity Holtzblatt and Beyer, , whereas participatory design focuses on producing new or modified tools for goal-directed action (Namioka and Rao) . But what if no one level of scope takes a foundational role? Such a possibility has real ramifications for technical communicators because one of our central functions is the design and evaluation of texts. If we rely on one particular level of scope, we may miss opportunities to meet goals crucial to our work as technical communicators: to "examine users and the phenomena of technological use from their perspective" (Johnson 4) , to design texts that empower workers (Johnson-Eilola; Selfe and Selfe) , and to provide sustainable solutions (Hackos, Hammar, and Elser; Hackos and Redish) .
Indeed, this question is raised by sociocultural theory. Sociocultural theory points to an integrated-scope approach that draws no such lines between the observed person or thing and the context or between operations on one side and activities and actions on the other. Rather, sociocultural theorists and researchers argue that the relationships between activities, actions, and operations are coconstitutive (Hovde 400; Russell, "Rethinking"; see also Cole's discussion of two levels of context; R. Engeström; Y. Engeström, Interactive, Learning) . That is, work activities constitute (structure and shape) goal-directed actions that in turn constitute habitual operations, but operations reciprocally constitute goal-directed actions and activities. For instance, Barbara Mirel has criticized task-oriented documentation for attempting to "break tasks and knowledge into finer and finer levels of detail until, at a fine enough grain, component parts are rule driven and generic" (10). In contrast, Mirel argued that no matter how fine the grain, "knowing and learning take place in a dynamic system of people, practices, artifacts, communities, and institutional structures" (12-13) and that such dynamic systems always coconstitute even the finest grain of human activity. Similarly, Christina Haas has argued that "studies of technology tend to focus either on the finedetailed, real-time processes of technology development, learning, or use; or they examine the broad sweep of change at the cultural and historical level" (37), but they do not examine how to relate these macro-and microscopic levels. And, without a more thoroughgoing examination of how the levels of scope coconstitute one another, technical communicators can easily design solutions that disrupt or damage such coconstitutive relationships.
These relationships are not typically examined-and are inherently difficult to examine-through single-scope field methods, which by definition privilege one level of scope over another and take that level of scope as foundational to the other levels. Single-scope methods pay little attention to how that privileged level is constituted and made meaningful through what occurs at the other levels.
In the following subsections, I examine the three levels of scope in more detail, drawing on concrete examples. I define the three levels (see Table 1 ), briefly illustrating each with examples from field studies operating at that particular level, and I analyze them by drawing from activity theory. Although single-scope studies such as these have considerable value, an integrated-scope approach could potentially have more value for technical communicators.
Macroscopic: Cultural-Historical Activity
The macroscopic level of scope is that of cultural-historical activity. It involves the ways in which entire communities understand, structure, collaborate on, and execute their evolving cooperative enterprises (Leont'ev; Leontyev; Y. Engeström, Interactive, Learning; Nardi; Russell, "Rethinking"; Winsor) . Such activities are undertaken to fulfill certain motives around which the relatively stable activities have developed. Additionally, activities are oriented toward transforming a certain object. Activities are typically undertaken by an entire community and are unconscious in that at any given point, a member of a community is typically not concentrating on the entire activity. Activities tend to take place over extended periods of time: days, months, years.
For instance, Janette Coble and colleagues studied physicians' work in order to generate requirements for a physician's workstation. The researchers selected 10 participants from six area hospitals and a medical school and performed one-to six-hour inquiries consisting of observations and interviews. The resulting data were then placed in consolidated work models representing task sequence, work flow, and context across all users. The data were also analyzed in an affinity diagram, a treelike structure that allowed the researchers to organize similar observations from different participants; like the consolidated work models, the affinity diagram allowed the researchers to find and consolidate similarities across users to construct an overall model of the work structure.
Although Coble et al. did not describe it this way, the medical work they studied can be understood as an activity system in which doctors, nurses, technicians, and others work together to cyclically and continuously perform their activity: transforming the activity's object, patients, from the sick into the well. Because the activity of running a hospital is cyclical, workers are able to develop and hone localized ways of doing things. The doctors whom Coble and her colleagues described had developed a complex set of genres (e.g., office charts) and practices (e.g., procedures, ways of contacting other workers, ways of distributing work). However, activities are not static: In fact, Coble et al. anticipated that the introduction of the new workstation would positively transform the physicians' activity. Macroscopic Activity (cultural-historical, The work activity of running a unconscious)
hospital (Coble et al.) Mesoscopic Action (goal-directed, conscious) Individuals of small groups using a particular software tool (Muller) Microscopic Operation (habitual, Individuals using keystrokes and unconscious) carrying on conversations when using a computer-based medical system (Greatbatch et al.) (Such transformations are not always positive [see R. Engeström; Heath and Luff; Luff and Heath; Zuboff] .) A field study that functions at the macroscopic level, such as Coble et al.'s study, is typically longitudinal: A shorter, more targeted study would miss important aspects of the work. A macroscopic study would involve investigating the activity and its meaning. And, like Coble et al.'s study, such field studies often tend to take observations at other levels as symptoms of this activity, useful primarily for modeling the work activity that causes them.
Mesoscopic: Goal-Directed Action
In contrast, the mesoscopic level of scope is that of goal-directed action: the specific tasks in which people are consciously engaged at a given point. Actions are undertaken to fulfill certain goals, or localized objectives are fulfilled as part of the general activity (Leont'ev 400).
For instance, Michael Muller described how he brought a particular participatory design method to bear on design problems such as project management groupware, document design, and interface design. In each case, Muller identified a particular problem that users had noticed or anticipated as they used a particular artifact (e.g., difficulties interpreting a report). Then, Muller redesigned the artifact to avoid those difficulties. Rather than focusing on the macroscopic level of work activity, Muller focused on the mesoscopic level of the tool in use or design problem:
Each participant brings her or his expertise, based on job function and background, to bear on the group's shared design problem. If successful, the resulting design is not driven by any single participant, but represents a synthesis of the different participants ' different views. (218-19) The actions involved in using these tools are necessary links in the network of actions that make up an organization's activity (Leont'ev 64). Such actions can take minutes or hours to accomplish.
A field study that functions at the mesoscopic level, such as Muller's, focuses not on the work activity but on the local goals that users set for themselves and the tools and actions they use to accomplish those goals within a cultural-historical context.
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Microscopic: Minute Practice
Finally, the microscopic level is that of moment-by-moment operations (Russell, "Rethinking"; Leont'ev; Bødker, Through; R. Engeström; Y. Engeström, Interactive, Learning) : the minute practices, reflexes, and habits on which users automatically draw as they perform their actions. Operations are carried out in response to conditions, that is, specific configurations of the work environment. An operation is "the mode of performing an act" (Leont'ev 406), a step in carrying out an action within certain conditions. In fact, operations start out as conscious actions but become so reflexive that they become unconscious. (One example is that of a new computer user who initially has to concentrate on the mouse when double-clicking but soon is able to doubleclick without conscious thought.) Operations are studied moment by moment.
For instance, David Greatbatch and colleagues used conversation analysis to investigate the transition that medical doctors experienced as they began using a computerized system in sessions with patients. The researchers videotaped 250 consultations and transcribed both conversations and keystrokes to examine how the two were coordinated. They found that when doctors were done typing, they would signal that they were ready to talk to patients by repositioning their hands, striking the final key with more force than usual, or shifting their gazes away from the monitor. These unconscious operations helped the doctors communicate with patients and structure their work.
A field study that functions at the microscopic level, such as Greatbatch et al.'s, focuses on the operations on which users draw in their moment-by-moment interactions. However, few field studies function at the microscopic level; this level is more often studied through experimental methods and related controlled methods such as GOMS (goals-operations-methods-selection rules) (Card, Moran, and Newell) .
The three levels of scope provide quite different pictures of the work being studied: different in terms of the chronological scope of the study, the events being studied, and the range of users being studied. More important, according to sociocultural theory, the three levels of scope complement each other: Insights into work activity col-10 JBTC / January 2002 lected at the macroscopic level can shed light on operations at the microscopic level, for instance, and vice versa. But, UCD field methods tend to be single scope, as I explain in the next section, and thus tend to lose the coconstituted nature of the work.
A CRITICAL LOOK AT TWO FIELD METHODS FOR EVALUATING SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION
To illustrate and further define the problem of unintegrated scope, I critically examine two field methods used in UCD: contextual inquiry and participatory design. Like other UCD field methods, these methods tend to be single scope in their methodological precepts, data collection, and data analysis techniques. Both methods are useful for investigating how people use texts, but because they take one level as the foundation for the others, they close off possibilities for examining reciprocal relationships between levels and thus may miss crucial opportunities to examine texts from users' perspectives, to design texts that empower workers, or to provide sustainable solutions.
I have space only for a limited critique, so I examine these two methods in the broadest terms, drawing examples from the aforementioned studies by Coble et al. and Muller. On the basis of this limited critique, I suggest that contextual inquiry focuses on macroscopic work activity, whereas participatory design focuses on mesoscopic goal-directed action, and I outline some of the ways in which the methods' single-scope focuses result in designs that primarily address one foundational level of scope.
Contextual Inquiry
Contextual inquiry, derived from ethnography, is structured as a field method for facilitating design work. Contextual inquiry involves examining an underlying (macroscopic) work structure and altering that structure in ways that increase the workplace's efficiency as well as empower individuals (Beyer and Holtzblatt) . Its goal is macroscopic understanding and change reached through mesoscopic data-collection methods (see, e.g., Brown; Graf; Page; Rantzer; Rowley; Wixon et al.).
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Contextual inquiry attempts to discover a work structure (its unit of analysis) that both explains the workings of a given culture and functions as a way to redesign work. Researchers then manipulate the work structure through consolidated work models and affinity diagrams: abstract representations of context or culture, environment, work flow, sequence (Holtzblatt and Beyer, "Contextual"; Beyer and Holtzblatt) , and artifacts (Beyer and Holtzblatt) . Only when macroscopic understanding is achieved through these representations and macroscopic solutions are developed can designers turn to the problem of instantiating solutions at the mesoscopic level through design artifacts (Holtzblatt and Beyer, "Making" 99) . For instance, Coble et al. delayed figuring the requirements for their design artifact (the clinical workstation) until they had twice consolidated work models and affinity diagrams. These models and diagrams, which are abstract representations of the work structure, allowed the researchers to design requirements for an artifact that would fit into those representations.
Data Collection
Contextual inquiry begins with a defined set of concerns that focus on work structure (Raven and Flanders 2), yet these concerns are investigated with methods that function more or less at the mesoscopic level: targeted observations, walkthroughs (in which a participant consciously demonstrates typical work routines), and interviews conducted during those observations and walkthroughs as well as an analysis of artifacts collected at the participants' worksites. Indeed, contextual inquiry fits "the time and resource constraints of engineering" (Holtzblatt and Beyer, "Making" 93) by replacing ethnography's macroscopic, longitudinal research focus with targeted mesoscopic data collection in which individual participants might be observed in context and interviewed only once, for a few hours.
In Coble et al.'s study, for instance, the researchers used one-to sixhour sessions to learn about the work of 10 physicians. In these sessions, researchers largely collected mesoscopic data: artifacts the doctors used, task sequences they followed, practices they enacted. These mesoscopic data were valued as ways to understand the work structure.
Data Analysis
The mesoscopic data-collection tools seem to be at odds with the macrolevel focus on which contextual inquiry is founded. What marries them is the assumption that such observational snapshots can be abstracted into models that represent the underlying work structure (see the critique in Hackos, Hammar, and Elser; cf. Sullivan and Porter 38). Contextual inquiry uses consolidated work models to analyze mesoscopic data from targeted observations, walkthroughs, and interviews, but in macroscopic terms (Beyer and Holtzblatt; Holtzblatt and Beyer, "Making") . As Coble et al. described, these abstract models provide representations of the activity for which new artifacts can be designed.
Summary: Contextual Inquiry as a Macroscopic Field Method
Contextual inquiry primarily collects mesoscopic data, which it uses to build abstract macroscopic models of work structure. These work models and affinity diagrams underpin contextual inquiry's approach, which ignores the reciprocal changes wrought by the micro-and mesoscopic levels on the macroscopic activity in favor of a single-scope perspective that envisions the work structure as underlying workers' actions and operations.
Participatory Design
Although participatory design is technically a design method, it has a strong field-method component. In participatory design, researcher-designers of a system and participants cooperatively investigate the participants' work, determine goals and parameters for the tool or system to be designed, and iteratively design the system to meet the participants' needs as well as the technical needs of the system (Schuler and Namioka). The unit of analysis is the tool in use.
Participatory design developed from Scandinavian design approaches that balanced the concerns of management and labor in constructing computer systems (Schuler and Namioka; see also Sullivan and Porter). As such, participatory design is intended to give participants power and guidance in designing artifacts for their own (mesoscopic) goal-directed actions. Whereas contextual inquiry Spinuzzi / TOWARD INTEGRATING OUR RESEARCH SCOPE 13 examines tools to elucidate work structure, participatory design examines cultural context to understand tools in use. For instance, Joan Greenbaum and Morten Kyng stated that "computer systems are tools, and need to be designed to be under the control of the people using them" and that "the design process highlights the issue of how computers are used in the context of work organization" ("Introduction" 2).
Methodological Precepts
Although participatory designers have an interest in the overall activity, their main focus is on the mesoscopic tool in use (Greenbaum and Kyng, Design; Kyng and Mathiassen; Muller and Kuhn; Schuler and Namioka) . Therefore, the resulting understanding of participants' actions is typically far more nuanced than the understanding of the work activity. In Muller's study, for instance, researchers examined design problems that crop up in particular workplaces. These workplace contexts served as the background for the stories of workers' actions and the ways in which those actions were thwarted by the absence of tools or by existing but poorly designed tools (e.g., groupware, documents, and interfaces). These contexts were useful not for their own sake but because they helped researchers understand the tool in use.
Data Collection
Participatory design researchers work with participants to define a research question that then guides data collection. Researchers then observe participants' work, interview participants, and engage in cooperative research methods such as collaborative design, walkthroughs, and cooperative prototyping. These data are coconstructed: Researchers and participants cooperatively examine work practices and how a tool fits into them. Frequently, the collected data consist of dialogues between researchers and participants as they engage in prototyping, simulations, and games (e.g., Bødker and Gronbaek; Bødker, Gronbaek, and Kyng; Ehn and Kyng; Ehn and Sjögren) . In Muller's study, for example, researchers interviewed participants as they used prototypes in real and simulated work situations; the researcher-participant conversations, based in these situations, served to guide further design efforts.
Participatory designers analyze data through techniques such as artifact analysis (Bødker and Pedersen) , video coding and analysis (Suchman and Trigg; Bødker, "Applying"), and work language analysis (Katzenberg and Piela). But, the most useful analysis tools are prototypes (Bødker, Through; Ehn and Kyng; Madsen and Aiken; Namioka and Rao). Prototypes are used in cooperative design sessions in which participants and researchers jointly produce, examine, and modify them. Such sessions focus on tools in use and how users' skills can be harnessed to improve either the tool or the use (Ehn; cf. Bødker, "Creating"). Thus, participatory design is mesoscopic in its analysis techniques. The resulting design, as in Muller's study, is a "synthesis" of participants' views (218-19): The design itself is the analysis (cf. Carroll and Campbell's parallel argument that artifacts embody psychological theories).
Summary: Participatory Design as a Mesoscopic Field Method
Participatory design involves some (usually informal) collection of macroscopic data and even some analysis of microscopic data. But, these methods are usually by-products of its main focus, the mesoscopic understanding of the tool in use. In participatory design, work activity is seen as providing the context for the mesoscopic tool in use; similarly, microscopic operations are seen as clues for understanding the tool in use rather than as coconstituting tool use. Thus, participatory design tends to focus on small-group action or humancomputer dyads, assuming that sociopolitical changes in work activity emanate from changes in the tool in use. Similarly, microscopic breakdowns are typically seen as merely symptoms of difficulties in tool use, not as reciprocally constituting mesoscopic disruptions in the tool in use.
A SOCIOCULTURAL FIELD METHOD: GENRE TRACING
Technical communicators use UCD field methods to design texts and deploy genres that accomplish crucial goals: to understand workers, to empower those workers, and to provide those workers with Spinuzzi / TOWARD INTEGRATING OUR RESEARCH SCOPE 15 sustainable solutions. Yet, such goals may be thwarted by singlescope studies because such studies do not recognize the coconstitutive nature of the different levels of activity. When contextual inquiry takes the macrolevel work structure as its unit of analysis, for instance, it consolidates work models based on observations of a relatively small number of workers, and consequently, its solutions may ignore or even conflict with local, unarticulated practices that simply were not observed by researchers (for an extended critique, see Hackos, Hammar, and Elser). Similarly, when participatory design takes the tool in use as its unit of analysis, its focus may close off possibilities for design solutions that go beyond the given tool to affect work routines and local practices (see Beyer and Holtzblatt 20) .
An alternative to these single-scope approaches is needed, a field methodology 3 that presents an integrated-scope approach centered around a multileveled unit of analysis appropriate to technical communication. I am in the process of developing such a methodology: genre tracing (Designing; cf. Spinuzzi, "Grappling," "Light"; Spinuzzi and Zachry; Zachry). Genre tracing is based on sociocultural work in genre theory (e.g., Bakhtin, Problems, Speech; Bazerman, "Discursively," Shaping; Berkenkotter and Huckin) and activity theory (e.g., Y. Engeström, Interactive, Learning; for a review of studies using both activity theory and genre, see Russell, "Writing"). Genre tracing attempts to integrate levels of scope by tracing a sociocultural unit of analysis, genre, across all three levels. Although genre tracing can be labor intensive, it is no more so than contextual inquiry or ethnomethodology and can best be used for major design or redesign projects when an organization is ready for significant, carefully considered change. In the following subsections, I discuss genre tracing's methodological precepts, data-collection methods, and data-analysis methods.
Methodological Precepts
Genre tracing is based on three methodological insights: the notion of genre as an integrated-scope unit of analysis and the concepts of compound mediation and systemic disruptions.
Genre as an Integrated-Scope Unit of Analysis
As I discussed earlier, genre has been a central concern for technical communicators; our work revolves around studying, analyzing, 16 JBTC / January 2002 learning, teaching, and modifying genres as well as producing texts within those genres. Yet, genre has been conceived in rather different ways by genre theorists (see Table 2 ).
At the level of activity, genre is recognized as shaping and being shaped by its sociocultural milieu: As Charles Bazerman has argued (Shaping), genres spring from a given activity and evolve as the activity evolves, but they also guide and shape the activity. Thus, genre analysis has often been approached as a way to gain insight into the recurring organizational activities in which genres are used (Yates) and the social import of developing genres (Bakhtin, Problems, Speech; Miller) .
At the level of action, genre is seen as what is variously called a tool in use (Russell, "Activity," "Rethinking"), a stabilized-for-now site of social or ideological action (Schryer, "Records") , and a constellation of strategies or tactics (Schryer, "Walking"; Hovde) . Researchers in this tradition examine written documents, interfaces, and even nonlinguistic artifacts such as telephones (Brown and Macroscopic Activity (culturalGenre as social memory (Bakhtin, Problems, historical, unconscious) Speech), genre as shaping and shaped by sustained disciplinary activity (Bazerman, Shaping; Yates), genre as social action (Miller) Mesoscopic Action (goal-directed, Genre as tool in use (Russell, "Activity," conscious) "Rethinking"), genre as constellations of strategies or as stabilized-for-now sites of social and ideological action (Schryer, "Records," "Walking"), genres as tactics (Hovde) Microscopic Operation (habitual, Genre as coherent collection of habits unconscious) (Spinuzzi, "Grappling") , genre as operational rules (R. Engeström; Russell, "Rethinking"), genre as structuring work (Bazerman, "Discursively"), genre as distributed cognition (Freedman and Smart; Syverson) genre instances that workers consciously interpret, produce, and use to mediate their goal-directed actions. At the level of operation, genre is seen as a coherent collection of habits (Spinuzzi, "Grappling") , as operational rules (R. Engeström; Russell, "Rethinking"), as the typified communication used to maintain the regularity and structure of work (Bazerman, "Discursively"), and as the spreading of cognitive computation across people and artifacts (Freedman and Smart; Syverson) . Researchers in this tradition have tended to examine the fine-grained, moment-by-moment operations that workers unconsciously draw on as they perform familiar, repeated tasks, and the ways in which disruptions of genre features can disrupt such tasks.
These conceptions of genre are different yet reconcilable. That cross-scope flexibility has made genre a useful framework for guiding research, particularly in technical communication, a field that takes as a central focus the typified ways in which people communicate (Miller) . Indeed, the wealth of scholarship examining technical communication genres at different levels means that a genre-based methodology has plenty of established methods from which to draw as it identifies and analyzes genres. Thus, an integrated-scope understanding of genre yields a unit of analysis uniquely suited for UCD research in technical communication.
In my discussion of the other two methodological precepts, compound mediation and systemic disruptions, I draw examples from a study I conducted of workers using an information system to analyze traffic accidents (Spinuzzi, Designing) .
Compound Mediation
One central insight of genre tracing is that people's activities at all three levels of scope are mediated in multiple or compound ways by dynamic, shifting collections of genres. By mediation, I mean the process of using a sign or tool as a means to relate workers to the objects of their work (see Miettinen) . For instance, city engineers in Iowa tend to use a particular sort of map, a node map, to help them determine whether particular roads need traffic signals at given intersections. The objects of their work are the traffic data, which they intend to transform in ways that will help them meet larger objectives (such as making decisions that can lead to safer streets). Workers find it easier to do their work by using mediational genres such as maps, represen-18 JBTC / January 2002 tations that have developed through repeated use, to help them visualize the data in useful ways.
Such mediational genres are often produced by technical communicators, but they are also frequently developed by the participants themselves. For instance, most workers whom I observed during this study (including workers in law enforcement, traffic safety, and city or county engineering) developed their own systems of handwritten notes to help mediate their activities. These genres were identifiable because they were regularly used in certain ways to accomplish certain actions, for instance, to structure how workers interacted with a database of traffic accidents.
Communities, then, develop genres over time to mediate relatively stable, cyclical activities. As those activities change, the genres also change (Bakhtin, Dialogic, Speech) . Genre thus represents a community's history of problem solving; its solutions are preserved in the genre (e.g., Bazerman, Shaping; Berkenkotter and Huckin; Yates). As such, genres are examples of distributed cognition in that part of the community's cognition resides within the genres (Freedman and Smart; see also Syverson; Hutchins) .
The activities that genres mediate can be examined as activity systems. Activity theory posits that in every sphere of activity, subjects use mediational means to transform particular objects with particular outcomes in mind (see Figure 1 , which I discuss in greater detail later in the article). For example, in the study, traffic workers used maps, the Accident Location and Analysis System database, reports, manuals, and other genres as mediational means as they labored to transform raw data about traffic accidents into recommendations. They performed these transformations to meet outcomes such as safer roads and reduced expenses. As this example suggests, activities are mediated by an entire ecology of different genres (Spinuzzi and Zachry) . For instance, to help them perform their work, these workers coordinated several genres in interconnected, dynamic ways. Genre tracing provides us with insights into how such ecologies of genres mediate operations, actions, and activities in a compound manner.
Systemic Disruptions
Just as genres can be traced across all levels of an activity, so can systemic disruptions involving those genres. UCD is preoccupied with such disruptions, conceived as design or usability problems, and Spinuzzi / TOWARD INTEGRATING OUR RESEARCH SCOPE 19 with good reason: Disruptions may cause workers to draw suboptimal inferences, for instance, and the repercussions of workers' faulty inferences in the case of this study may include traffic accidents, injuries, and deaths. Single-scope field methods can help detect such disruptions, but they tend not to provide ways to connect disruptions across levels of scope, and because levels of scope are coconstitutive, attempts to deal with disruptions at a single level may be unsuccessful. Genre tracing, on the other hand, recognizes that the levels are coconstitutive and that disruptions at one level can coconstitute disruptions at other levels.
In my study of traffic workers, I found that disruptions tended to cluster around one particular genre, the node map. This genre is a hybrid of the genre of the road map (Spinuzzi, "Light"), used in traditional accident location and analysis, and that of the data record used in business computing. These parent genres had developed separately to mediate different activities and assume different problemsolving strategies, cultural assumptions, and ideologies. Because such activities are mediated by genre ecologies, when the genres of the map and the data record were hybridized, they each dragged in other genres in their separate ecologies: The map brought in report forms, colored pins, and writing implements, and the data record brought in punched cards, dialog boxes, and database queries. Each genre, its assumptions, and its connections were preserved in the resulting hybrid.
Tracing connections between genres provides insight into how the parent activities' differences manifest themselves through systemic disruptions at all levels. The macroscopic contradiction between the two parent activities of accident location and computerization engenders mesoscopic discoordinations between genres originating in different activities. The genres retain their orientations to their originating activities; they conflict in their problem-solving strategies, cultural assumptions, and ideologies. Workers encounter microscopic breakdowns as they attempt to use these discoordinated, clashing genres to mediate their work (e.g., when workers try to coordinate the node map and the dialog box, they sometimes key in the wrong number or transpose numbers). And, such disruptions are reciprocal: Microlevel breakdowns reciprocally constitute mesoscopic discoordinations (i.e., workers perceive the coordination of node maps and dialog boxes as problematic, and they search for ways to avoid using the two genres together). In turn, the discoordinations reciprocally constitute contradictions (a macroscopic mismatch between activities employing traditional representations and computerized representations of accident locations). This reciprocity means that the activity system is always in flux, always off balance, as systemic disruptions at each level ripple across the other levels.
Genre tracing examines how genres are situated in the larger activity, how they mediate the activity, how they mediate one another, and how they coconstitute the larger activity that they address and from which they inherit characteristics. Once a researcher builds a coherent (though always unfinished) picture tracing genres across all levels of an activity, the researcher should be able to trace disruptions from any level to the other levels to see how (or whether) these disruptions constitute one another.
Data Collection
Given the methodological precepts of genre tracing, data collection is approached through an examination of genres, their compound mediational relationships, and the systemic disruptions encountered when using them. Researchers who wish to use genre tracing can draw on various data collection and analysis methods, including those of contextual inquiry and participatory design. The aim of genre tracing is to provide insights at all three levels, in a way that allows them to be compared and that highlights their coconstitution (even if one level of scope is privileged at a given junction).
Macroscopic Data Collection
At the level of activity, data must be collected to help build a picture of the activity being studied. This picture must include the compound mediation of genre ecologies as they and their constituent genres have evolved over time. But it must also include the deep contradictions in the activity that are the activity-level aspect of systemic disruptions. Activities take place over months, years, and even decades, and thus macroscopic data collection methods might include longitudinal observations and retrospective interviews, genre analysis, document analysis, semistructured interviews, and historical research methods. For instance, in the study of traffic workers, I built an understanding of the activity of traffic accident analysis by examining historical records over three decades, analyzing successive versions of interfaces and documentation, and exploring workers' recollections about their work during that time. I also conducted postobservational interviews with workers in which I asked questions about their work cycles.
Mesoscopic Data Collection
At the level of action, data must be collected to provide a more nuanced understanding of how genres are used to meet goals. How do users' actions help accomplish larger activities? How are goals construed and actions executed differently across workers and workplaces? How do genre ecologies differ across workers and workplaces? What discoordinations do workers face? That is, when do they have trouble interpreting and using various genres together? 22 JBTC / January 2002 Goal-directed actions take place over the span of minutes or hours, and thus, mesoscopic data collection methods might include situated observations, stimulated-recall interviews, and cooperative prototyping. For example, I observed and videotaped traffic workers as they conducted or walked through their work. Afterward, I conducted stimulated-recall interviews in which we discussed genres they used, how they produced and interpreted these genres, and how they coordinated genres to accomplish their work.
Microscopic Data Collection
Finally, at the level of operations, data must be collected to provide a fine-grained view of work. Microscopic data should be collected across participants, workplaces, genres, and ideally, across work sessions. They should include breakdowns, the microscopic aspects of systemic disruptions, that participants encounter as they conduct their work. Operations take place in seconds, so microscopic data collection might include capturing fine-grained observations through methods such as videotaping observations, audiotaping conversations, and conducting think-aloud protocols. In my microscopic examination of workers' genre use, I videocoded the observations for operations and breakdowns. This videocoding, as I explain in the following subsection, allowed me to analyze operations and breakdowns associated with particular genres.
Data Analysis
Like data collection, data analysis in genre tracing occurs at and across levels of scope. The goal is to use each level to interpret the others, not simply to infer a work structure (as in contextual design) or to examine a tool in use (as in participatory design). When data are collected at one level of scope, they are connected to other levels by tracing how genres function at each level. Genre tracing thus provides a coherent yet unfinalized representation of coconstitutive relationships between the three levels, a representation that can become the basis for later UCD work.
Genre tracing potentially involves several heuristics for integrating levels of scope. I describe four such heuristics: activity-system diagrams, genre-ecology diagrams, videocoding databases, and contradiction-discoordination-breakdown tables.
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Activity-System Diagrams Activity-system diagrams (Y. Engeström, Interactive, Learning) are used to gain a macroscopic view of the activity being analyzed. Figure 1 shows a diagram representing the activity of accident location and analysis, in which the constituent parts of the system (subjects, object, mediational means, rules, community, division of labor) are labeled. In this diagram, genres are considered tools in use, spread across mediational means and rules (Russell, "Rethinking"; Schryer, "Records," "Walking"). Activity-system diagrams can also indicate contradictions between constituent parts (i.e., disruptions at the macroscopic level). These diagrams are constructed primarily from macroscopic data, but they can also draw from mesoscopic data.
Genre-Ecology Diagrams
Genre-ecology diagrams (Spinuzzi and Zachry) are drawn from data at all three levels to construct an idea of how genres interact and jointly mediate activity. Consequently, they help trace connections between genres as well as disruptions between sets of genres. Figure 2 shows a genre ecology diagram. (Currently, genre-ecology diagrams attempt only to show direct mediational relationships between genres. Line length and positioning are not significant. As this heuristic continues to develop, these elements may take on significance [see Spinuzzi and Zachry] .)
Videocoding Databases
If microscopic data collection has been conducted with videotaped observations, a videocoding database is one way to analyze the data. Such a database holds the systematic coding of events that show up in the videotape, including disruptions at both the meso-and microscopic levels (e.g., Bødker, "Applying"). In genre tracing, the most advantageous parts of a video to code are the name of the genre and the mesolevel actions and microlevel operations and breakdowns encountered as a worker uses it. The data can then be compared to detect trends, trace routine use, and detect systemic disruptions related to particular genres across the micro-and mesoscopic levels.
In the study of traffic workers, the videocoding database allowed me to find larger trends in how workers interacted with genres. For instance, 9 of the 12 workers I observed repeatedly encountered 24 JBTC / January 2002 breakdowns such as improperly clicked fields when trying to enter data into a dialog box. A 10th worker apparently did not use the database long enough to encounter such breakdowns. But the other two workers used the database for considerable periods of time and never encountered these sorts of breakdowns because they used different, more successful operations for entering data (e.g., entering data with the keyboard rather than the mouse). Breakdowns, I found, could be traced to larger issues of mesoscopic genre perception and macroscopic contradictions between interface paradigms (see Spinuzzi, "Light") .
Contradiction-Discoordination-Breakdown Tables
Once data have been collected and analyzed at all levels, one can integrate them, particularly in terms of the disruptions identified through these heuristics. Contradiction-discoordination-breakdown tables help trace how systemic disruptions associated with given genres manifest themselves across levels (see Table 3 ). These tables guide the researcher in identifying a disruption at one level and then finding ways in which that disruption coconstitutes disruptions at the other levels.
For instance, when conducting the study of traffic workers, I wrote into a contradiction-discoordination-breakdown table one of the classes of microscopic breakdowns I had observed: the typing of incorrect information into a dialog box. I then looked for ways that this particular disruption might connect to other meso-and macrolevel disruptions I had observed and entered those disruptions into the table as well. The result is Table 3 , which traces a microscopic breakdown to a mesoscopic discoordination between tools in use and a macroscopic contradiction between two different representations of a roadway system. These disruptions had been detected separately, but the contradiction-discoordination-breakdown table allowed me to speculate how they might be connected.
Limitations of Genre Tracing
Although genre tracing can be a powerful methodology for examining genre-mediated activity and generating design suggestions, it has several limitations. Because it is labor intensive, genre tracing cannot be quickly deployed the way that participatory design can. And, because it involves a careful, prolonged study of activities, unlike contextual inquiry, it requires trained researchers. Genre tracing also requires significant time and resource commitments by researchers, participants, and organizations and thus may not be suitable for all organizations. Yet, for projects in which such commitments can be marshaled, genre tracing can provide an integrated-scope understanding of work activity suitable to UCD.
CONCLUSION
In this article, I have attempted to deal with the problem of unintegrated scope, first by defining it, then by illustrating the problem through critical examinations of two field methods, and, finally, by outlining a field methodology that integrates the levels of scope. This methodology is in accordance with sociocultural theory, but, more important, the methodology allows us to produce more complete and nuanced understandings of human activity. Genre tracing is based solidly in technical communication theory, tackles issues of 26 JBTC / January 2002 evaluation and design that are central to technical communication's mission, and involves methods familiar to technical communication researchers. At the same time, the combination of theory, issues, and methods yields a unique approach to UCD in technical communication. By explicitly conceptualizing the problem of unintegrated scope and providing heuristics to integrate different levels of scope, genre tracing avoids separating text from context or privileging one aspect of activity over another.
I have outlined one possible integrated-scope methodology. I hope that technical communicators will continue to develop field methods and methodologies that similarly lead to integrated scope. By addressing the problem of unintegrated scope, we can develop multileveled design solutions that are grounded in all three levels, solutions that may in fact have a better chance at providing worker empowerment and sustainability than single-level solutions. We can thus begin to look beyond the causal relationships between levels of scope that seem inherent in single-scope field methods.
NOTES
1. Here, I distinguish between method and methodology (see Kirsch and Sullivan; Sullivan and Porter; Zuboff) : A methodology is the theory, philosophy, and heuristics guiding the use of a particular method, or way of investigating phenomena.
2. By sociocultural theory, I mean a variety of non-Cartesian, materialist, social-cultural-historical approaches that Barbara Mirel has labeled "constructivist": the sociology of knowledge, activity theory, the politics of technology, distributed cognition, Spinuzzi / TOWARD INTEGRATING OUR RESEARCH SCOPE 27 
